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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, I examine issues relating to pole dancing classes as performed in Vancouver,
Canada. Pole dancing classes are programs inspired by erotic dancing, offered largely in fitness
studios that have appeared during the past five years. Based on interviews with two instructors
and eight students of pole dancing, participant-observations, and archival data, I address three
themes that emerged during my field research. First, I describe the erotic fitness scene in the city.
Second, I consider the different reasons women give for pole dancing. Here, I address the
existing tensions between erotic pole dancing and pole fitness. And third, I document women's
experiences and negotiations of the stripper stigma attached to the classes. I found that despite
challenging prevalent sexual mores and gendered racial scripts, and developing a strong sense of
admiration for strippers, in their efforts to deal with stigma pole dancing students re-inscribe
established norms about female sexualities, inaccurate assumptions about professional erotic
dancers, and widely held negative perceptions about sex industry workers.
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I. Introduction
A Story from the Field: Pole Dancing Competition
March 29, 2007: It is almost 9 pm in Vancouver, Canada. It is an unusually warm and dry night
in a city best known for its rain. Emerging from a limousine, fourteen women make their way
inside the Caprice, one of the downtown night clubs on Granville Street. They wear elegant
gowns that expose their shoulders sparkled with bright, colourful glitter. Their lips are shiny. As
they walk in, the crowd excitedly cheers, "Good luck!" Each of them has a different look, but
they all seem equally excited. Friends and family members, both men and women, stand in line
to enter the club. They are bubbling with anticipation. Gradually, everybody goes in.
The place is dark but I see some familiar faces, as well as some others I have never seen
before. "Helios" are exchanged here and there. The nightclub tables scattered across the floor
start to fill up. At the centre stands a four metre square platform, one metre high. But just as this
is not a usual night in the city, this is not an ordinary platform. The stage that captures our
attention has a silver freestanding pole in the centre, and the fourteen women are here to contend
for the national title of "Miss Pole Dance."
The competition is about to start. Some of us are still looking for a good spot to observe
while sipping our drinks. The host Jane Gingera, the winner of the Miss Vancouver beauty
pageant 2006, steps on the stage and introduces the competitors one by one. The audience learns
what they like most about the city, whether their friends are supporting them from the audience,
and what they like most about pole dancing. Swinging around the pole is what they all enjoy the
most about pole dancing. And with that in mind they get ready to show us some of their best
spins.
The lights illuminate the pole. Sky opens the show, appearing on stage first. After her
police-inspired routine comes Sarah, who resembles an angel with her acrobatics at the top of the
pole. Between acts a man steps on the stage to wipe the pole clean for better grip. Trillium and
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Jodi dance to the music while demonstrating their pole twirls. Justice's turn comes next. She
goes on stage and puts together an incredibly athletic routine on and around the pole, thrilling the
audience with pirouettes and acrobatic pole tricks. Angela and Carmen, followed by Karen, keep
the enthusiasm alive with charming dances and superb pole routines. The audience, composed of
Asians, Latinos, Blacks, and Whites twenty and older, watch each competitor with amazement
while longing for the next. Crystal's sassy and athletic pole moves and inverted positions receive
great support from the audience. Everybody cheers the contestants on. Most of the competitors
wear full cup bras and short-shorts that allow them to grip the pole, but Megan chooses to go up
and down the pole wearing close-fitting workout wear. Christine amazes us with arched-back
and inverted pole positions and strength. Sydney strips away her maritime captain's hat while
Sheri decides to take on the image of an innocent little girl wearing glasses and two pony tails.
Most of the pole dancers come from Greater Vancouver or southern British Columbia, but some
are from more distant locations such as Medicine Hat and Toronto. Yvonne's turn comes last.
Dancing to the beat of a hip hop song she enthrals the audience with her agile energy. The
applause is deafening.
There are three judges: Brandy Soriander, the owner of a locally well-known high-end
strip club; professional bodybuilder Yolanda Hughes; and Sarah Bartok, a Vancouver pop radio
station announcer. While the judges deliberate on the winner, a group of six young women
wearing burlesque-type corsets and black fishnets performs a choreographed dance using chairs
as props. Some faces look familiar. A few months ago some of them were strangers to cabaret-,
burlesque-, and striptease-inspired scenes. But tonight they are dancing to the music, jumping on
and moving around the chairs, performing provocative and sexually suggestive body movements
that resemble the now famous, all-female burlesque ensemble: the Pussycat Dolls. But the show
has not finished yet. Soon after, Reiko and Pantera, the winner and second runner up respectively
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of the first Miss Pole Dance World held in Amsterdam in 2005, electrify the audience with their
acrobatic, sensual pole tricks.
By this time, the jury members have made their decision. Carmen is first runner up and
receives the award for "Best Pole Tricks." Megan and Justice are waiting for the big final result.
The audience screams: "Justice! Justice!" Everybody can feel the excitement and agitation.
"Justice! Justice! Justice!" The host reads out loud: Megan is named second runner up and all of
us clap and jump in happiness. Justice has won! We can see her visibly affected. Tears fall down
her face, but we know she is happy, like we are. During the next year she will be the first "Miss
Pole Dance Canada" and will represent the country at the World Pole Dance Championship later
this year.
The fact that the national pole dancing competition was held in the heart of downtown
Vancouver is not surprising. The sensual and erotic contours of the city have consistently
contributed to its reputation "as home to the hottest nightclubs north of San Francisco" (Chuck
Davis 1997, quoted in Ross 2000: 231). Today's visible presence of well-established neoburlesque troupes, massage parlours, escort services, striptease entertainment, local porn
production, and a vibrant gay and lesbian community (Richmond 2006) is rooted in the city's
earlier history. Originally First Nations territory, the place now known as Vancouver became a
strategic Pacific maritime port in the late 19th century (Creese and Peterson 1996). Both the
arrival of the railway, and from the early 20th century, the growing presence of resource-based
economy workers, including loggers, fishermen, miners, and mill workers, played a significant
role in the configuration of the exotic nightlife and entertainment industry (Newnham 2005) that
developed and solidified in the post-war years (Ross and Greenwell 2005). By the 1950s
internationally acclaimed personalities such as Gypsy Rose Lee and Josephine Baker performed
in the city (Ross 2000). Classical burlesque paved the way for subsequent transformations in the
striptease industry that started to take place by the mid-1970s. The advent of professional full

nude striptease transformed the performances, leading to the introduction of table, couch, and lap
dances, private booths, and poles on stage (Ross and Greenwell 2005). Burlesque, with all of its
theatrical paraphernalia, and striptease became different ventures. But in either form, in
Vancouver, the striptease culture has only continued to thrive. The peculiarity of the pole
dancing competition I described rests on the fact that it speaks to the emergence of another form
of erotic dance, inspired in the strip industry and recently brought into the fitness world: the
mainstreaming of pole dancing classes.

The Research
In this thesis, I examine the social significance of Vancouver pole dancing classes.
Drawing on interviews with women who either instruct or study pole dancing, and on
participant-observation, I explore the tensions these classes create and the ways the women I
spoke to negotiate them. The novelty and the peculiarity of these classes distances them from
both erotic dancing training and alternative fitness offerings such as aerobics, yoga, or pilates.
Because of this, I describe the pole dancing classes' culture while analyzing two of the most
significant issues that became visible during the process of my research. First, I examine the
tensions between erotic and fitness pole dancing. Then, I look at the tensions students face when
negotiating the social stigma associated with pole dancing classes.

The Research Process: I conducted research for this thesis during a fourteen-month
period starting in February 2006 and ending in April 2007. M y interest in this topic developed
when I first took a pole dancing class. Due to the attraction that the classes generated for me both
as a feminist and as an anthropologist, I decided to pursue research on this topic. After obtaining
approval from the University of British Columbia's Behavioral Research Ethics Board, I
designed recruitment posters, letters of invitation for potential participants and instructors, and
consent forms. I began promoting my research in September 2006 by contacting pole dancing
instructors teaching classes in the city. Because pole dancing classes are offered on the U B C
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Campus, among other places, I first contacted the instructor in charge of those classes. At the
same time I contacted the instructor from the studio where I had previously taken classes. M y
research was, for the most part, well-received. Instructors from three different studios responded
positively and facilitated my research in many ways. They either informed some of their best
students about my research, agreed to be interviewed themselves, or posted my recruitment
poster on their notice boards. After students heard about my research, some of them contacted
me for interviews. Over time I was able to speak to ten women about their involvement in pole
dancing classes. Towards the end of my study the response became so overwhelming that I had
to inform some interested prospective participants that I was not going to be interviewing any
longer.
During the process of carrying out interviews, I was also invited to take part in a field trip
to a local strip club, to attend a performance prepared by pole dance students from one studio, to
observe a pole performance demonstration by one instructor at another studio, and to watch a
nation-wide pole dancing competition. I did not have to go far to conduct research for this paper.
A l l of these events occurred within the greater Vancouver area and they speak to the growing
popularity of pole dancing classes and the instant success and acceptance they have had among
many women.
While conducting my research I attended sixteen pole dancing classes in total, each
lasting from one to one and a half hours. I took them in two different studios and the
owners/instructors and administrative staff of these studios knew I was pursuing research in pole
dancing classes and whenever possible facilitated my study. Indeed, I was encouraged by the
owners of two studios to experience pole dancing as a way to develop a more educated
perspective for my research paper.
Lastly, my field research was complemented with archival research. I examined
newspaper articles published between February 2002 and April 2007 initially featuring
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'striptease cardio classes' and then 'pole dancing classes' as they evolved in the Canadian
context. These articles appeared in periodical publications such as the Asian Pacific Post, the
Georgia Straight, the Globe and Mail, the Metro, the Province, the Tyee, and the Vancouver
Sun. The first signs in Canadian newspapers of erotic dancing classes taking place in fitness
studios date back to year 2002 (see Haynes 2002; Kelly 2002). Newspaper archival research
provided my work with the background elements to understand the most recent history of pole
dancing classes, the marketing strategies of the classes, as well as the overlapping and distinct
features of the erotic dancing and fitness industries. I turn my attention now to the participants of
my study and to a brief note on issues of my positionality as a researcher.
The Participants: For the purpose of this thesis I conducted formal interviews with ten
women, all of whom were learning and/or instructing pole dancing. Our tape-recorded
conversations took place between October 2006 and April 2007 and were later transcribed. They
included questions about their personal experiences with pole dancing classes, the way they
became acquainted with pole dancing, the motivations that led the women to take or teach these
classes, their knowledge about different studios in town, their families', friends', and partners'
ideas about pole dancing, their opinions about strippers, and the extent to which they have
participated in pole dancing-related activities, such as field trips or public performances.
The participants in my study ranged in age from 22 to 48 years old. They were students
and/or instructors in one of the three established pole dancing studios in Vancouver. Because
classes offered at the university form part of one of the existing studios, students taking classes
at U B C were also interviewed. Out of the ten participants, two were instructors (Cynthia and
Jessica) and eight were students of pole dancing (Amy, Carol, Helen, Laura, Lisa, Lynda,
Patricia, and Ruth). One of the instructors had professional erotic dancing experience, whereas
the other instructor I interviewed did not. Of the eight pole dancing students, three had become
more involved in pole dancing and were in the process of becoming instructors or had become
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involved in the administration of their respective studios. The occupations of the students varied.
There were one undergraduate and two graduate students, one police officer, one administrative
assistant, one vehicle licensing assistant, one customer service representative, and one research
technician. A l l of the women I interviewed made reasonably comfortable livings, except one,
who made just enough money to get by. The ten participants in my study identified themselves
as heterosexual. In terms of their racial/ethnic background, six identified themselves as white or
Caucasian, three identified as Chinese-Canadian, and one as Filipina-Canadian. In an effort to
preserve the confidentiality of the women I spoke with, their names have been replaced with
pseudonyms throughout my thesis.
The Researcher: Feminist scholars have generated deeper understandings of how a
researcher's positionality affects all aspects of the research process (McCorkel and Myers 2003).
One of the insights they have developed is that a researcher's position in the field is socially
situated, and thus mediated by issues of power. As a result, identifying a researcher's location
and the context in which knowledge is produced are crucial elements for both acknowledging
power differentials and decentering research privilege. Accordingly, I draw attention to these
issues and render my position visible as a socially embodied individual and researcher. M y
standpoint is that of an able-bodied 28-year old, lower class, heterosexual Latina, and a
politically-identified woman of colour. I am a feminist. My interest in the social study of
sexualities indeed arises from my background as a feminist activist in the Latin American
context-—a socioeconomic, political, and feminist context substantially different to that existing
in Canada and the United States. Moreover, I have written this work on pole dancing classes
from the privileged position of a graduate student in a prestigious Canadian academic institution,
while at the same time I remain peripheral to some of the prerogatives enjoyed by national
students and native English speakers. These positions inform my work. I am located both at the
centre and at the margin of privileged arrangements. It is from these simultaneous, though
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continually shifting positions that I understand myself, others, and the world. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to reflect on how this positioning has played out in particular ways during my
research. But it is my intention to contribute to the ongoing anti-sexist, anti-racist, and anticlassist research project that has its roots in the works of scholars like Gloria Anzaldua, Chandra
Mohanty, Angela Davis, Aida Hurtado, and Patricia Hill Collins. Adhering to their ideas, I seek
to decenter research privilege and open space for critical dialogue by making visible my
positionality.
II. Theoretical B a c k g r o u n d
Sex Research: Social Constructionist and Feminist Perspectives

This thesis is situated within social constructionist and feminist studies of sexualities. The
study of sexualities has grown exponentially over the past two decades and can be credited to,
among other seminar works, Michel Foucault's (1980) The History of Sexuality. One of the
central contributions of this book consists in documenting the historical appearance of a
discourse around sexuality during the Victorian period. Despite the popular belief that western
societies had been sexually repressed up until the decade of the 1970s, Foucault argues that in
western societies, sexuality in fact has long been extensively discussed. In this way, scientific
discourses on sexuality have not only had the effect of perpetuating concerns and anxieties about
sexuality since the 17th century, but also have bolstered the multiplication of discourses about
sex. As Foucault explains: "Rather than the uniform concern to hide sex, rather than a general
prudishness of language, what distinguishes these last three centuries is the variety, the wide
dispersion of devices that were invented to speak about [sex]" (34). Foucault's work opened up
the productive study of sex and sexuality from an historical perspective. Known as the social
constructionist perspective, the main premise of this stance consists of conceiving sexuality as a
product of social and historical forces that changes accordingly in time and space (Gagnon and
Parker 1995; Harding 1998; Vance 2005; Weeks 1986).
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In addition, the social constructionist approach to the study of sexuality is further
illuminated by the contributions of black feminists (Collins 1990, 2005) and postcolonial
theorists (Mohanty 1988, 2002). These scholars recognize that gender—a previous focal point of
feminist interest (Di Leonardo 1991; Visweswaran 1997)—does not take a prior universal preeminence over other social axes such as sexuality, race, and class. In other words, sexuality,
gender, race, and class are interlocking systems of power, mutually constituting one another. The
social study of sexuality recognizes that sexualities are mediated by issues of class, gender, and
race, and sets out to explore these intersections under the premise that there are class-bound
sexualities, gender-specific sexualities, and racialized sexualities (Gamson and Moon 2004;
Weeks 1986). M y analysis of pole dancing classes is grounded in black feminist thought and
social constructionist studies of sexuality. It seeks to contribute to the understanding of the
intersections of sexuality, gender, race, and class in contemporary Canadian society.

Sex Work and Erotic Dancing
The academic literature on sex work is vast. A key insight of these studies is the idea that
inaccurate representations about both sex work and sex workers create "structural vulnerability"
(Benoit and Shaver 2006: 243) for the people working in the sex industry. Hallgrimsdottir,
Phillips, and Benoit (2006), for instance, have shown how media contributes to producing and
reproducing representations of sex workers that differ from empirical reality and from the
accounts of the sex workers themselves. Relying on preconceived notions about sex workers,
these narratives render sex workers as moral pollutants, sources of disease, criminals, addicts,
and individuals incapable of making safe and reasonable choices. Similarly, Merri Lisa Johnson
discusses how "virtually every media representation of strippers" (2006: 159) uses narratives of
violence, danger, degradation, and death; portrays erotic dancers as "immoral," "sleazy," and
"dirty"; and promotes the idea that they do not deserve safe work environments.
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Given the proliferation of these narratives, many feminist scholars have forcibly argued
against these misrepresentations of sex workers, examining assumptions behind popular ideas
about sex work (Brock 1998; Doezama 1998; Kempadoo 1998; Rubin 1984), questioning the set
of hazardous practices and expectations derived from those assumptions (Brock 1998; Bruckert
2002; Lewis 2000), and opening space for sex workers themselves to tell their own accounts as
participants in this realm of work (Frank 2006; Hartley 1997; Johnson 1998, 2006; Queen 1997;
Weldon 2006).
The literature on strip club work in particular that follows this line of thought has looked
at this sector of the sex industry in myriad ways (Sloan and Wahab 2000). Works have analyzed
the history of striptease and female erotic entertainment (Ross 2000, 2003, 2006; Ross and
Greenwell 2005); the legal and moral dimensions of erotic dancing regulation (Lewis 2000); the
socio-economic specifics of the strip trade and women's participation in it (Bruckert 2002;
Lerum 2004; Lewis 1998); the multiple reasons why women enter the stripping industry (Sloan
and Wahab 2004; Sweet and Tewksbury 2000); the interactions and negotiations between
dancers and customers (Egan 2006a; Frank 1998, 2002; Lewis 2006; Ronai and Ellis 1989); the
presence of and opposition to control inside strip clubs (Egan 2004, 2006b; Montemuro 2001);
same-sex desire in the sex industry (Barton 2001); the intricate relationships between gender,
desire, and power (Barton 2002; Egan 2003; Liepe-Levinson 2002; Frank 1998, 2002; Trautner
2005); and the lives of strip dancers and their everyday negotiations with the stigma attached to
this profession (Barton 2006; Bott 2006; Hallgrimsdottir et al 2006).
For the purposes of this thesis I focus primarily on two sets of ideas that arise from the
reading of these works: first, I explore the notion of sexual regulation and, by extension, the
proliferation of sexual moralities (Rubin 1984); second, drawing on insights concerning the
social and moral creation of hazardous working conditions for sex workers, I take on the analysis
of social stigma attached to anything related to sex work.
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Gayle Rubin's (1984) foundational examination of the assumptions behind the social
regulation of female sexualities draws on the Foucauldian distinction between what is conceived
to be sexually licit and sexually illicit. Rubin employs this existing social distinction to render
visible the ways in which female sexualities are organized into systems of power that encourage
certain sexual practices and identities while suppressing others. The controlling image of the
Madonna/Whore dichotomy in the west emerges, organizes, and disciplines sexuality in this
context (Weeks 1986). Thus, women who depart from the heterosexual, married, monogamous,
private, and non-commercial sexual scripts are considered deviant and degenerate. Widespread
discourse on sexual morality, in this sense, maintains a strong distinction between "good" and
"bad" women, according to their respective sexual circumspection or departure from the
historically conceived ideal (Rubin 1984; Vance 1984).
The literature on sex work has acknowledged these complex social, moral, and often
legal regulatory discourses and practices. Scholars such as Brock (1998) have brought to light
that it is against this backdrop of sexual regulation that sex work occurs. The superimposition of
this moral divide between "female respectability" and "female deviance" (Ross 1997: 595) has
the consequence of permeating all spheres of sex work with stigma, including prostitution, erotic
dancing, and pornography, to name but a few. It is because of this that sex industry work is
stigma-laden work. As a consequence, female (and male) sex workers suffer from perceptions
that they breach the "decency covenant" (Ross 2007), social condemnation, and violence.
The ways in which the "whore stigma" plays out for strip workers have been discussed in
the literature (Barton 2006; Bruckert 2002; Frank 2006; Hallgrimsdottir et al 2006; Johnson
2006; Sloan and Wahab 2000). In order to fight against pervasive tropes of deviance and
respectability (Egan 2006a; Ross 2006), to keep a positive sense of themselves (Bott 2006), and
to cope with "stripper bashing" (Johnson 2006), sex workers put a set of strategies to work.
Bernadette Barton (2006) and Chris Bruckert (2002) have identified the following: hiding the
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work from people; selectively informing friends and family about the profession; referring to
their time as dancers as a "stripper phase"; developing a dancing persona; and "othering" fellow
dancers, imagining themselves in relation to "straw-strippers" (dancers who are believed to be
involved in prostitution, and drugs), or assuming moral superiority over other workers.
In this study, I also draw on Becki Ross's research on the history of Vancouver's
striptease past from 1945 to 1980. Ross has examined the ever-changing trends in erotic
entertainment (2003); the labour and unsuccessful union efforts of erotic dancers (Ross 2000,
2006); the racial dimensions of an industry organized along class and spatial lines (Ross and
Greenwell 2005); and more recently, the striking parallels between elite female athletes' and
erotic dancers' embodied femininities, and the fact that only female athletes are positively
recognized (Ross 2007). Vancouver's erotic dancing past has recently given rise to pole dancing
classes. Striptease performers in the past faced the moral and legal ambivalence of a
contradictory society that both admired them for their performances and looked down on their
job at the same time. Ross has shown that striptease artists creatively resisted and accommodated
those contradictions at the same time. Many of these contradictions are still at play in
contemporary stripping and consequently in pole dancing classes. Drawing on Ross's (2003)
idea that the past is a window into the anxieties of the present, I show in my thesis that because
pole dancing has not quite successfully erased its striptease past, the contradictions exposed in
previous studies persist.
As I have conducted my thesis research numerous journalists have written descriptions of
pole dancing classes (see Anonymous 2006; Gram 2004; Holloway 2006; Johnson 2004; Moore
2005; Racco 2006; Rossi 2007). However, no published academic work has addressed pole
dancing classes in the contemporary context. This is not to say that there are no works in
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progress. Samantha Holland and Feona Attwood (in press; n.d.), for instance, are analyzing the
1

mainstreaming of pole dancing classes, what the classes mean for the women who practice them,
and some of the larger implications these classes have on contemporary discussions around sex
and feminism. My own original research is ethnographically based in the pole dancing scene in
Vancouver providing a detailed description of pole dancing classes, the motivations of women to
take them, and the negotiations entailed.
The Fitness World: Women and Exercise
The relationships between the fitness world and women's sexualities comprise another
area relevant to my work. Studies focusing upon the ever-changing fitness industry have largely
focused upon the relationship between gender and exercise (MacNeill 1998, 1999; Maguire
2001, 2002; Markula 1995, 2003). As the study of women and sport has become more
sophisticated and influenced by the well-established sociological study of sport, some studies
have also paid attention to issues of gender and class (Donnelly and Harvey 1999; Maguire
2001), as well as race, sexuality, and sport (Smith and Hattery 2006). Like research on
sexualities, studies of the sporting world draw on sociological and feminist theoretical
perspectives. Exploring Foucauldian notions of biopower, technologies of the self, and
disciplining practices, these scholars have engaged in the sociocultural study of women's place
in sport and exercise (Jette 2006; Maguire 2002; Markula 2001, 2004). Building upon notions of
gender disciplining through exercising discourses, other analyses focus upon the ways in which
health promotion, reduction of health care costs (Donnelly and Harvey 1999), and the
popularization of middle class feminine bodily norms take place in women's lives (MacNeill
1998; Maguire 2001, 2002; Markula 2004).

I am aware of another graduate student currently working on the same topic: Nicola Potopsingh, a Queen's
University graduate student, who is in the process of completing her MA thesis and has presented some of her work
at academic meetings such as the North American Society for the Sociology of Sport Conference. Because her
research is currently in preparation, I was not able to review her contributions to the study of pole dancing classes in
this literature review.
1
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Methodologically, studies of the fitness industry have largely been based on textual
analysis of videos and magazines. They have examined discourses put forward by popular
workout videotapes (Kagan and Morse 1988; MacNeill 1998), fitness magazines and exercise
manuals (Jette 2006; Maguire 2002; Markula 2001), and exercising awareness campaigns
(MacNeill 1999). In doing so, they have achieved important insights into the intersections of
exercise and gender. However, ethnographic approaches to the study of women's participation in
sport and exercise have gained more prominence recently. The collection of articles, Athletic
Intruders (2003), edited by anthropologists Anne Bolin and Jane Granskog, breaks ground in this
regard. The emerging field of sports ethnography has looked at women's participation in sports
like softball, bodybuilding, basketball, rugby, basketball, among others. But because the
emergence of pole dancing classes is recent, virtually no research has looked at them as a fitness
activity from an ethnographic perspective. My research seeks to fill that gap. Of the ethnographic
studies of women in sports, Pirkko Markula's (1995, 2003) work on aerobics is particularly
pertinent to my study. Looking at the ways in which women perceive and experience aerobics
classes, Markula advances the idea that aerobics crystallize postmodern contradictions regarding
the aerobicizing of female bodies. In other words, she finds that despite the questioning of the
contradictory ideals intrinsic to the fitness industry—that female bodies should be "firm but
shapely, fit but sexy, strong but thin" (Markula 1995: 424)—female aerobicizers neither
completely reject those images, nor expect them to change (Markula 2003). In my study I have
identified parallel sets of ideals in tension: pole dancers want to achieve fitness, sexiness,
sensuality, and workout benefits all at once.
Also relevant to my study is the insight into the development and consolidation of the
fitness industry for what it allows us to observe about the position of pole dancing classes within
this business. Quintessentially a leisure field, paraphrasing Jennifer Maguire (2002: 449), fitness
studies show that the industry is indeed complex. In North America, women's participation in
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aerobic fitness and dancing programs dates back to the 1970s and early 1980s (Donnelly and
Harvey 1999; Maguire 2001; MacNeill 1999). It can be credited to a combination of factors such
as the impact of feminism and the end of legal restrictions that previously prevented women
from participating in physical activities (Bolin and Granskog 2003; Maguire 2001). Broader
socioeconomic shifts such as the continuous implementation of self-responsibility health and
fitness approaches (MacNeill 1999) as well as the proliferation of celebrity fitness videos, most
importantly Jane Fonda's workout video series (Kagan and Morse 1988; MacNeill 1998), played
a significant role in the steady and successful growth of the fitness industry. Likewise, the
increasing medicalization of sport and exercise has given rise to the proliferation of fitness
publishing (Maguire 2002), either in the form of magazines, exercise manuals, or instructional
DVDs. The expansion of the middle class, their leisure and lifestyle consumption, as well as
fitness consumers' concerns of health and weight loss (Maguire 2001; MacNeill 1998) continue
to make this a very profitable business. It is as part of these trends, in addition to the
intensification of the marketing of sex and passion as fashionable goods (Attwood 2005), that
pole dancing classes have emerged. To the dual concerns of health and appearance (Maguire
2001) encompassed and profitably utilized by the fitness industry, we can now add one more
dimension: the concerns with sex. Cardio striptease and lap dancing are becoming just as popular
as yoga and pilates as fitness options among some groups. M y ethnographic study illuminates
the innovative intersection between the sex and fitness industries at pole dancing classes by
drawing on well developed theories of fitness and sexuality.
III. Findings and Discussion
What Are Pole Dancing Classes? The Erotic Fitness Scene in Vancouver
Pole dancing classes are erotic dancing-inspired programs offered largely in fitness
studios. The purpose of the classes is to teach women how to move in socially-constructed
sensual and erotic ways, while providing them with an alternative to regular fitness programs.
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There are two visible features that make these classes distinct from the commercial erotic
dancing and fitness industries. First, the classes are geared toward amateur pole dancers. And
second, the main workout tool in the classes is the pole—a long piece of chrome, steel, or brass
that usually runs from floor to ceiling.
The first studio in Vancouver devoted primarily to teaching pole dancing to the wider
public opened in 2004. At present there are three established pole dancing studios in the city—all
are located in the generally more affluent west side of town. Administered by the Alma Mater
Society in partnership with a local company, pole dancing classes are also offered on the U B C
campus. At least one pole dancing sub-company dedicated exclusively to organizing pole dance
parties and manufacturing, selling and/or importing poles is located nearby in Surrey. Pole
dancing classes held in other established fitness facilities, pole dancing-focused studios,
independent garage or mobile private studios, and at local strip clubs are also offered in other
cities and municipalities of British Columbia including Aldergrove, Burnaby, Kamloops,
Kelowna, Langley, Nanaimo, North Vancouver, Port Alberni, Richmond, Sooke, Squamish,
Surrey, and Victoria.
Erotic dancers, commonly known in the Canadian context as exotic dancers, are the main
source of inspiration for the classes. Since professional female strippers often use poles as props
for their dancing routines on the strip club stage—erotic dancers began using the pole in the midto-late 1970s (Ross and Greenwell 2005)—pole dancing classes consequently involve a number
of acrobatic tricks, spins, and inverted positions on and around the pole, and also on the floor.
Students typically wear yoga garments or conventional sports gear such as sweatpants, shorts,
tank tops, t-shirts, and runners. But just like the professionals, upper level pole dancing students
also incorporate the use of other workout and performance props such as chairs, balls, stilettos,
platform boots, blankets, boas, garters, and cowboy hats. In addition to pole dancing classes,
studios usually have other class offerings: stretching, belly dance, hip hop, and boot camps
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among them. Inspired by professional strippers, pole dancing classes in fitness studios also offer
striptease and lap dancing classes.
The structure of the classes follows in some ways conventional fitness class design: there
is an initial warm up, an aerobic section, and a cool down phase. The warm up and cool down
phases include preparation and relaxation exercises such as neck, shoulder, and feet rolls, hip
circles and body stretching, following traditional fitness class content. The divergent features of
these classes come in during the aerobic or core section of the class, activities designed to teach
students a number of pole moves and floor positions per session that are usually part of a larger
dance routine. Thus, erotic dancing classes encompass three elements: the pole, the floor, and the
dance. Ensuring learning of separate moves, either on the pole or on the floor, is a central
component of the class. But assembling them together into a choreographed dance sequence is
also considered important. In some classes, at the end of each session students present the
learned routine to fellow classmates.
Most times, students get to practice on an individual pole. Studios in Vancouver have
eight to ten permanent or removable tension poles, and their layout is similar to other fitness
facilities in that they have wooden floors and mirrors all around. Most of the classes are taught
by individual instructors, but if there are many students, classes can be also co-facilitated by two
instructors. Depending on the studios, there are as many as eight levels of pole instruction,
progressively introducing students to more complicated moves and greater level of precision.
Class designers use their creativity to name and create new moves. Some of them have
also been borrowed from books such as Sheila Kelley's The S Factor: Strip Workouts for Every
Woman (2003). Most of the names resemble the "action" of the "moves" and can vary from
studio to studio. Some of them are: "the fireman spin"—off the ground, spinning around the
pole; "the backslide"—back to the pole, sliding down to the floor; "the shy pose"—back to the
pole in a chair-like pose, slowly opening and closing the legs: "the pony"—on the knees, doing a
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bouncing effect as if riding a pony; "the sexy V bend"—bend forward, checking out the audience
through one's legs; "the goddess pose"—on the floor, propped on one elbow, legs crossed over;
"the stripper walk"—moving hips and shoulders, dragging feet along the floor; "the body
wave"—face to the pole, moving upper and bottom part of the body as i f depicting waves; "the
spank"—slapping one's butt with the hand; "the crawl"—crawling on the floor, simulating a cat;
"the tease"—touching or showing parts of one's body; "the pole hold"—lifting one's body in
line with the pole; or an advanced move like "the corkscrew"—wrapping the pole with torso,
spinning down the pole. Students and instructors learn and perform the moves with background
music that includes popular pop hits like "Don't Cha," "Sweet Escape," "Pump It,"
"Bootylicious," " M y Humps," "Beep," "Toxic," "Independent Woman," or classic soundtrack
themes from striptease feature movies such as "You Sexy Thing" and "You Can Leave Your Hat
On" from Full Monty, or "What a Feeling" from Flashdance, among others.
Students in pole dancing classes in Vancouver come from diverse racial backgrounds. A
great proportion of them are White-Canadians, followed by Asian-Canadians. During my field
research I also heard of a few Latina, Black, and First Nations students but I seldom came across
them. According to studio owners, the majority of the students attending classes are between
their early-20s and their mid-40s. Pole dancing instructors, in turn, also follow by and large the
same age pattern; but with some exceptions the racial background was visibly white.
Pole dancing instruction in established studios ranges in price from $100 to $200
dollars—roughly 13 to 25 hours of work at the minimum provincial wage of $8 dollars per hour.
This pricing covers four to six classes, usually once a week, with a duration of one to one hourand-a-half each. At U B C prices are between $60 to $70 dollars per term. Studios also offer
memberships to students. These range from approximately $125 to $240 dollars a month for a
six-month commitment. Students with memberships get access to all scheduled classes,
including cardio, boot camps, stretching, hip hop, and belly dance in addition to pole instruction.
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Striptease and lap dancing workshops as well as private instruction are also available upon
request, ranging in price from $65 to $100 dollars an hour. Pole dancing stag parties go from
$175 to $195 dollars per hour if hosted at studios, and from $250 to $400 dollars if hosted at
private homes. It is also possible to order and buy poles at the studios. Prices vary according to
material, diameter, and additional features such as height, polish, or colour. Freestanding poles
with stage, for instance, cost over $650 dollars not including tax and shipping. Portable poles
that come in cases are approximately $550 dollars, while regular tension brass, chrome, or steel
poles range between $390 and $475 dollars.
Two more elements form part of the culture of pole dancing classes: field trips and
outside classroom performances. For one thing, amateur pole dancing class design is clearly
informed by the labour professional strip workers carry out. Usually a group of instructors and
students go on field trips to local strip clubs with the purpose of gathering information or simply
conducting observations in the actual erotic dancing setting. While some students visit strip clubs
for the first time in their lives as part of one of these field trip groups, some others attend strip
clubs as part of their entertainment on a more frequent basis. The atmosphere of the fieldtrips is
usually one of bonding. Pole dancing students view the dancers' skills with interest and often
admiration while partying with other pole dancing students for an enjoyable "ladies night out."
End of session performances and exhibitions in different venues other than the pole
dancing classroom have become another way to popularize the classes. Pole dancing
demonstrations take place in sex expos and beauty trade fairs, providing an opportunity for
people from the larger community to observe and get acquainted with the classes. On occasion,
students from advanced classes create final presentations for their pole dancing class. Students
will demonstrate their skills on the pole and their mastery of dancing and choreography with
other props such as chairs. Friends, partners, and a handful of family members usually make up
the enthusiastic and supportive audience in these events.
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Reasons to Pole Dance: Erotic Pole Dancing and Pole Fitness
Though pole dancing is undoubtedly inspired and shaped by the erotic dancing industry,
the classes are not designed to train women to become workers in the striptease industry. Some
current and former sex industry workers certainly teach, take classes, or own studios, and some
amateur students have become professional dancers. Yet, the bulk of the students are lay women
who simply feel titillated by the prospect of learning to work the pole and emulating the strip
trade world. Pole dancing marketing contributes to this approach. Advertising guarantees a
fitness alternative for women building physical strength, developing flexibility, toning muscles,
getting in shape, in addition to increasing self-esteem, feeling invigorated, having great fun, and
getting rid of inhibitions. Students of pole dancing are not only promised that they will get a full
body workout, lose weight and restructure their bodies, but also that they will develop a number
of characteristics associated with professionals such as confidence, sexiness, and sexual power
(Keller 2006; Racco 2006; Roy and Ledoux 2007). A growing number of publications such as
The Art of Pole Dancing: a Spin-by-Spin Guide (Peekaboo Pole Dancing 2006) and The
Complete Idiots Guide to Exotic and Pole Dancing Illustrated (Reardon 2007); the proliferation
of numerous pole dancing-related forums, blogs, directories, and videos available online on sites
like You Tube; as well as an increasing number of instructional DVDs, including Pole Work
(2002), Poletricks 101: The Ultimate Training Video for Exotic Pole Dancing (2004), Pole
Dancing for Real Women - Beginner (2005), and Salsa Pole! (2006) have contributed to the
popularity of the classes (Holloway 2006; Keller 2006; Racco 2006; Wiebe and Collins 2007).
The interviews with the two pole dancing instructors and owners of studios in Vancouver
allowed me to see their own strategies to produce and sell pole dancing classes. Former erotic
dancer Cynthia, for example, conceives of and promotes pole dancing as a form of exercise.
Although titillating, the goal of the classes at her studio is to help women keep in shape, mold
their bodies, and learn to be sexy without fear of physical harm. Jessica, as an instructor with no
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professional stripping background, also strives to provide a fitness option to women with
minimal risk of injury. For her, women who pole dance have the possibility to learn sexy
dancing, and thus to feel good about themselves in a non-threatening environment.
Given the modern pole dancing scenario and its market strategies, how do students
themselves conceive of pole dancing? What draws them to take the classes? I found that when
choosing to sign up for pole dancing classes, women's reasons for pole dancing oscillated
between "erotic pole dancing" and "pole fitness," and this tension was consistent throughout the
interviews. These two sides of the spectrum, however, were not mutually exclusive in the
experiences of the participants in my study. The women I spoke with have expectations of
feeling confident and free, dancing, as well as getting a good workout.
Firstly, the titillating and sensual aspects of the classes factored in when students decided
to pole dance. Thus, students wanted to acquire some of the sexual and sensual expectations
associated with pole dancing classes:
[Pole dancing] gives you access to your sensual side and it gives you an outlet to be more
comfortable with that and to develop that side, something where you can build self-esteem with
it (Ruth).

Also important were building confidence, feeling comfortable with their bodies and
themselves, and consequently gaining a daily sense of empowerment:
I think secretly it's a confidence builder, to know that you can do these things that maybe
people find very exotic. I think just having this secret confidence really helps you doing day-today things (Helen).
I took pole dancing for myself. It helps to be comfortable with myself and with my body. I think
that it builds confidence. 1 think that helps a woman, in that way (Amy).
Basically the studio's vision is to reach out and basically provide an opportunity for other
women to get in touch with their own selves. That is exactly the same reasoning why f started
taking pole dancing (Lynda).
Out of all the girls 1 know that take pole dancing classes, it makes them feel good about
themselves, so it empowers them in a different way and makes them feel sexy. It makes them
feel good... Most women go there to take it because they want to feel good about themselves. In
the end they might go there thinking that it's just for fitness and stuff. But in the end they feel
really good about themselves (Laura).
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Helen mentioned to me that the sensation of pole dancing is "like the monkey bars, it
feels like just swinging and being free." Breaking through rigid expectations is also among the
reasons for enrolling in pole dancing classes:
I was essentially coming out of my inhibitions and embracing the pole dancing instruction and
what it was doing for me (Lynda).
The fitness component as a motivation for taking pole dancing classes, on the other hand,
also came up in the interviews. Students were interested in getting some exercise, losing weight
and toning their bodies:
So those classes I think are very effective if someone wants to really tone up... get more
strength and sculpt their body (Patricia).
1 was going to a gym and it's funny because I didn't get any results from my arms because,
from Oxygen magazine it says that, to be able to build that muscle and define it, you have to go
two or three days a week or something. And for a decent workout it had to be half an hour. I
couldn't imagine half an hour of standing in front of a mirror, curling your arm upwards with a
stupid metal thing. I don't know if I have a really short attention span or something but I think
swinging around a pole is a lot more interesting than standing in front of a mirror watching
yourself do one motion for half an hour, even if it is in different positions (Carol).
Seeking to achieve a different number of desired values make these classes what I call
Wonder Woman-like workouts in the sense that they promise beauty, strength, independence,
confidence, and empowerment. Thus, overlapping interests in sensual, dance, and fitness
elements also appeared in the interviews. Similar to the aerobics students studied by Markula
(1995, 2003), who wanted fitness, sexiness, strength, and slenderness, many pole dancing
students did not want to compromise fitness for sexiness, nor did they want sensuality without
workout benefits:
It's a confidence builder, good exercise, good for self-esteem. You build a sensual side and then
you've got this good social atmosphere with it (Ruth).
[In] some of the commercials that I've seen, it's advertised as related to sexuality and becoming
sexier and that sort of thing. Then, there's other classes that focus on exercise, more like
exercise-based. So there was a bunch of us that went to it and the class was clearly split. There
was some people there that were dressed really hoochie and then there was people like me who
just [wore] Lululemons and a tee-shirt kind of deal. It was kind of split who was getting what
out of it. So my roommate and I went and [the instructor] presented things, she did a bit of both.
She's got big exaggerated movements and...it's presented in a really sexual sort of way, I guess.
But she also makes an emphasis on "Make sure you flex this. Make sure, you know, this is tight,
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your legs are..." whatever. So she was really good about also focusing on the exercise and
people that were there to get more out of it as opposed to just looking hot on a pole (Lisa).
I find that the women that come into the studio that see me either in passing or during the
classes that I am present in, they do see, they notice my physique. My physique has improved
since I've taken pole dancing, it's noticeable to other women, especially in the context of pole
dancing. The question they ask is, "How long have you been pole dancing? You are really really
well fit, you are well toned, is that from pole dancing?" I would say, part of it is, yes. I involved
myself with a lot of activities and I have in the past, but essentially pole dancing has defined my
physique. But primarily I'm doing the pole dancing and continue the pole dancing due to the
artistic expression that's bringing out in me, the more confident and the experienced I get with
what I'm being taught, allows me to start to experiment and receiving more of my own creative
aspects. So it's a combination of learning more, more new exciting moves and to also release
my creative energy; also at the same time to improve upon my grace and agility as a dancer
(Lynda).
Course planning reflects these multiple interests and caters to all of them by developing
class combinations that include erotic, sexy moves, dance choreographies, and the highly
technical mastering of the pole work like "exotic dancing," "pole flow," and "pole erotica."
One additional consideration when enrolling in pole dancing was exploring how a
specific fitness facility would meet those overlapping expectations. Because some studios are
founded by erotic dancers, whereas others are created by fitness instructors, knowing the
background of instructors also factored in:
It was just kind of putting it out there that the classes were available. It wasn't like
advertisement or anything but it was showing that, "Oh, well, there's a new form of fitness and
it's pole dancing." And, it was interesting. They went a little bit to the back story of [pole
dancing classes], which was good because then it shows that these are not stripper classes.
These classes were started by real women (Carol).
I don't like the other studios, because the other studios are founded around and taught by people
who have never pole danced in their lives. They're only doing it to make money. They're only
doing it because they saw this new trend coming up. They learned by coming to [strip clubs]
and watching. This is how they learned. They even say, "Oh, well, we got DVDs; we went to
[strip clubs] and then just practiced and studied on our own." So, they literally just learned and
practiced for a few months and opened their studio. They have no idea what they are doing. But,
on the same note they don't teach to the level that I do. They teach it for fun only, very, very
little fitness, because they don't have the ability to teach it at a high level (Cynthia).
These distinctions proved important when measuring the quality of experience, the level
of skill students could attain, and the sense of security or risk associated with the instructors.
While some students preferred instructors who did not have erotic dancing background or "real
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women"—a phrase derived from pole dancing marketing strategies— others anticipated higher
level of pole training if their instructors were strippers:
Every studio has their ups and downs and some people might prefer the other studios...
depending on what their preference is. But my idea is I would rather learn it from ex-strippers
because they know what they're doing... A lot of the other pole dancing studios they are fitness
instructors. So they never had any experience pole dancing, which is all right but [our
instructor] has been dancing for over 12, 13 years now. She knows what she's doing and she
knows what you have to do to correct your move or what can make you do better (Laura).
[The founders of the studio] weren't strippers and they just wanted a different way to work out.
And they were amazed at what the girls could do and they developed it on their own. It was so
cool to see how a perfectly average woman can start off something like this. I would think that
going into a studio where, you know that it was a former dancer, if you know that it's former
dancers teaching you, I think it's a little intimidating (Carol).
Contrary to the students in the study conducted by Holland and Attwood (in press; n.d.),
who took the classes for the pole dancing and not the exercise component, in my study both
erotic dancing and fitness were at play when taking pole dancing classes. Whereas some students
highlight more the former than the latter, both elements often overlap and participants mentioned
both in their experiences and expectations. Imaging the fitness facility and what students expect
they will get from choosing among the different options also figured into their motivations to
pole dance.
One additional dimension of the analysis arises from the fact that all of the instructors
and students who participated in this study self-identified as heterosexual. Pole dancing students
saw the pole dancing facility as space where they could attain heterosexy female bodies but
surrounded by friendly women and without fear of male judgment. The experience of pole
dancing as fun activity and of the studio as a welcoming, by and large, women's only space
suggest a disruption to the heterosexual logic embedded in the most common perceptions about
pole dancing and stripping (see Barton 2001). My research findings indicate that the pole
dancing studio enables some students a resisting space, where they feel at ease with other women
and where the gaze is indeed a female gaze. Likewise, pole dancing instructors sought to provide
their students with a place where they could avoid a potentially unforgiving heterosexual male
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gaze. However, it would be interesting to analyze how the narrative of a queer amateur pole
dancer may trouble heteronormativity (Adams 1994; Koening 2002). Even though my own
thesis does not permit me to make any argument on this issue, this aspect of pole dancing
definitely deserves further examination.
At this point I will turn my attention to another set of issues that arose from my field
research: the negotiations involved when these women decide to pole dance and some of the
challenges they have to overcome to do so, but first I will recount another story from the field.
Back to the Field: E n d of Session Pole Dancing Performance
The opening episode of this thesis is not isolated. Other pole dancing events, such as
public performances and shows, have developed alongside the "Miss Pole Dance" competition.
The second field narrative I will present is about one of them.
April 2007: The Vancouver Canucks made it to the playoffs of the National Hockey
League. Since no feature entertainers were dancing that night, the strip club's sign "Go Canucks
Go!" supported the local hockey team. The game played on the big television screen next to the
stage where a group of eleven women set out to perform. That night the pole performers were
not house dancers, but a group of students from a pole dancing studio who prepared a show for
their friends, partners, and fellow classmates to demonstrate some of the dancing skills and pole
tricks learned in class. This show was also to raise money for a local non-profit organization that
provides makeovers for marginalized peoples living in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside.
The program for the night resembled in many ways both burlesque and feature-striptease
scenes as they stand today. Borrowing elements long used by their erotic dancing counterparts,
these amateur performers dressed up in scant lingerie, corsets, fishnets, tassels, g-strings, garters,
and stiletto boots. The performers were Asian- and White-Canadian students, their ages ranging
from early twenties to mid thirties. Women with different body shapes gradually appeared on
stage performing and dancing to some electro tango and djembe beats, as well as to popular songs
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like "I'm Too Sexy," "Ghost Busters," and "Bad Boys." Their gimmicks included police raids, in
which dancers got busted by police officers, and sexual metamorphosis, in which school teachers
developed into pleasure-friendly sexual subjects. Choreographed dances with acrobatic and
flexibility tricks were performed on chairs; there were cowboy and gypsy performances with
elaborate costumes, and striptease numbers in which performers stripped off their coats to reveal
dominatrix gear or sensual full-cup bras and panties.
Between-act pole cleanings took an amusing turn. Dressed in yukata-looking bathrobes,
cleaning lady-, tourist-, nurse-, nun-, student-, and police-themed attires, the students played
peekaboo behind the stage pole while wiping it down for the next dancer. Props such as boas,
hats, feathers, umbrellas, lamps, and drums complemented their performance routines. Following
the Canadian professional erotic dance convention, the pole dancing students used blankets
during their floor moves and at the end of each act collected money left on the floor by people
sitting close to the stage.
Fundamentally different from the strip club's house dancers who often contend for
attention with the sports game on the television screen, the amateur pole dancers' audience that
night was very animated and encouraged the performers on stage. Friends and partners
vigorously cheered the dancers on: "Oh, my god! She's so hot! I wanna be a stripper!" The pole
dancing students showed off their costumes to their friends and had their pictures taken. At the
end of the show, the students' instructor and host for the night appeared on stage with a cake in
hand and wished "Pappy Penthouse" happy birthday. The front door's sign not only reminded us
that the local hockey game was playing, but that this strip club was "Celebrating 60 years!"
This event speaks to the increasing participation of women in pole dancing classes who
are not professionally involved in the stripping industry as well as to the occurrence of public
performances in, among other places, strip trade establishments. Founded in 1947, the site of this
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second field story was "the longest-standing striptease venue in Canada" (Ross 2000: 232), The
Penthouse Cabaret.
In the next sections I will discuss some of the novel and paradoxical sociocultural
dimensions brought about by pole dancing classes. I examine in particular how students of pole
dancing have pushed and redefined some of the existing sexual, gender, and racial boundaries for
women by refusing to comply with restrictive scripts, going to socially proscribed venues such
as the Penthouse strip club, and performing on stage with taboo phallic props such as the pole. I
also explore the ways in which pole dancing students, in their effort to cope with the "stripper
stigma," re-inscribe at the same time some of the social norms concerning female sexualities,
inaccurate assumptions about professional erotic dancers, and widely held negative perceptions
about sex industry workers at large.

Challenging Prevalent Sexual Mores and Gendered Racial Scripts
I begin this section by addressing the renegotiation of allowed sexual, gender, and racial
boundaries. I contend that pole dancing students oppose and accommodate restrictive notions of
female respectability that work under the dubious premise that women fall into two categories:
the "good" and the "bad" girls. Otherwise known in scholarly literature as the Madonna/Whore
divide, this idea presupposes that female virtue is contingent on, among other things, chastity,
compulsory heterosexuality, monogamy, and marriage (Rubin 1984; Vance 1984). Michel
Foucault (1980) has conceived these disciplining discourses and practices as historically framed
distinctions regulating what is sexually licit and illicit. Keeping in mind the ways in which these
gendered norms and sexual prisons continue to inform women's sexualities is pertinent to the
analysis of pole dancing classes. Although women's sexuality was assumed, until recently, to be
properly expressed in limited ways in public, recent studies have shown that society is becoming
more accepting of sexually expressive women and that some norms related to their "appropriate"
sexual expressions and practices have begun to lose some of their power (Attwood 2005;
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Caughey and French 2001; Montemuro 2003). One of the pole dancers in my study, for example,
articulated this fundamental change in the following way:
[Pole dancing] definitely has helped me build confidence in my, you know, in sexuality, in that
kind of way. To be able to do the moves in front of people and to feel okay and to feel accepted
instead of feeling, like, "Oh, am I doing something wrong? Am I being too focused on being
sexy?" (Amy).
Additionally, up until very recently, strip clubs were considered socially—and at times
legally—forbidden avenues for women (Bruckert 2002; Hanna 1998). Cynthia, a former erotic
dancer, who is now a pole dancing instructor observed:
[The opening of local high-end strip clubs towards the turn of the 21st century] made it more
acceptable for women to come and watch, because... it was designed to be more of what they
call a show lounge. So it's kind of that loungy feeling that was more casual. They actually even
had and have a dance floor—a civilian dance floor along with the stage for the exotic dancers.
So, it made it more acceptable for women to come and watch, and I think that's when women
came and saw the athleticism [of erotic dancers].
In this regard, pole dancing students challenge prevalent sexual mores and blur the lines
of the Madonna/Whore dichotomy's lines. What is more, these women also disrupt gendered
racial scripts that shape widespread views in the public domain (see Collins 2005). By enrolling
in classes featuring the erotic contours of pole dancing, the participants in my study call into
question racialized sexual images such as Asian lotus blossoms, geishas, and dragon ladies
(Bannerji 1993; Shah 1997) or white promiscuous women (Espiritu 2001). Misrepresentations of
both unrestrained white and passive Asian women form part of the dominant racial sexual
imagery (Clarke 1998; Creese and Peterson 1996; Stoler 1991). Asian- and White-Canadian pole
dancers challenge both oversexed and undersexed gendered racial scripts not only because they
realize the artificial boundaries of those sexual regulations, but also because their lives and
experiences prove to be more complex than rigid, disciplining categories. The narratives of this
study's participants, both instructors and students, point to this direction:
If a man hears that you're a pole dancing instructor or you're taking pole dancing classes, the
first thing he asks is, "Are you a stripper?" They just cannot separate the two in their brain.
Unfortunately, they don't want to separate it, but it's starting to... But it's going to be a slow
transition, for sure (Jessica).
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It turned out to be one of my friends who asked me to do it and she's really kind of a quiet,
unassuming person. So I think I was surprised that she asked, but her and her sister were going
to be starting the class and then asked if I wanted to come along, and it sounded like a good
idea. So I ended up coming out, just sounded like a really interesting thing to try out... She was
a graduate student at the time and a Chinese girl and she's very proper, fairly reserved most of
the time. And then she just comes out and it's just, like, "We should take a pole dancing class."
And I'm like, "All right, sure thing." But it seemed like something where I'm surprised it wasn't
the other way around (Ruth).
Part of the challenge to the Madonna/Whore binary also consists of modifying
unfavourable opinions about strippers. One significant finding I encountered in my study is that
in the process of studying the skills of the professionals and visiting strip clubs, the pole dancing
students I interviewed develop a growing sense of respect for erotic dance workers. Helen, for
instance, told me, "I think taking these classes actually makes you respect them." Other
participants experienced a similar transformation, in which they developed a more nuanced view
about their professional counterparts:
Let me see, the first time I ever went to a strip club was with, God, who was I with? Some coworkers. .. and this was two years ago when I started working at the restaurant. And I saw this
one woman doing the helicopter which was the coolest thing I had ever seen. I didn't even know
you could do that stuff... When I saw that I was just, like, "Wow, that's really cool. I wonder
how they do that!" (Carol).
Well, now after taking pole dancing classes, I think they're very skilled. I have a lot of respect
for them, for what they have to do. I think it takes a lot of hard work to be sexy on a pole. But
before, I thought of them as more, you know, low class or... kind of like a cry of desperation.
But now my perspective's totally changed. It's like they have a skill that a lot of people don't. I
see them as more, like, you know, skilled professionals instead of just, "Oh, anyone can do
that!" (Amy).
I think they're incredibly talented. It's kind of hard to lump them all in one big box, right. I
mean, everybody's got their own motivations for doing what they do and I mean, some of the
women out there are just trying to feed their kids, you know, and it's a choice. And I think that's
good, you know, that's there's more choices than there is less choices. It would not be a choice
that I would ever personally make. It's just not something that appeals to me. My sexuality's
very private so I would never display it in that way. But that's not to say that other women
shouldn't or can't. It's just a personal choice so I probably felt a lot less respect for them before
I started pole dancing and seeing what they do. Now that I see what they do, I have a lot of
respect for them; your perspective changes (Jessica).
That students and instructors with no erotic dancing experience admire strippers
complicates the assumption that erotic dancing, unlike other professions, does not require
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qualifications, skills, or training, and that potentially anyone could do their job. Both Laura and
Amy rightly pointed out that it looks easier than it is:

I went in there not knowing what I'm going to expect. And it was fun and I was a little nervous
because I didn't want to look stupid or anything. But before going in, I already had a friend
who's taken classes before, telling me that for the first two or three classes, I'm going to feel
kind of stupid and not sexy at all. So I kind of had an idea of what I'm getting myself into. So it
was okay. I was very excited, though. Because, yeah, it was fun because you think when you're
looking at the strippers do those moves, you're just, like, "Ahh, whatever!" And then when
you're actually on the pole doing them, it's amazing what they can do! (Laura).
The first time was a little difficult because it looked easy, especially when you think of strippers
doing this kind of thing. You don't think of them as skilled professionals. You think of them as,
just dance... I don't know how to put it. More like low-class dancers, you know, they're not
elegant. It's not something that the society idolizes. So I've always thought, "How hard can it
be?" And the first time when I got there, I was surprised because it was very difficult. I was so
sore after that first class because you kind of... use different kinds of muscles especially in pole
dancing. I was very used to using my legs because I did tap. And so I wasn't used to using my
upper body for dance. And you've got to be coordinated, at the same time be sexy and the first
class you're not going to be sexy. I was not even close to being sexy. So it was kind of difficult.
It was a struggle. But it was definitely a fun experience because nobody was sexy and so it's
more like a fun experience, laughing it off, you know, like, that kind of fun. It wasn't like we
are all there taking it super seriously. It's like if you fall, I mean, especially when I had a friend,
we'd laugh it off. That was fun. But it was very different from what I expected pole dancing to
be. I just thought you swing around the pole. How hard can it be? But it was very difficult
(Amy).
The anthropological and sociological literature on sexuality has addressed some of the
common misconceptions about sex workers (Doezema 1998; Hallgrimsdottir et al 2006; Hartley
1997; Kempadoo 1998; Nagle 1997; Queen 1997; Rubin 1984). These works have provided
insights into the complex underlying premises behind these notions and forcibly argued against
the manifest consequences these views have on the lives of sex workers, such as fear of legal
repercussions, fear of being cast as social deviants, and fear of violence (Brock 1998).
Likewise, other studies have addressed the specific workings of these negative
connotations as they affect female strip trade workers within the sex industry (Barton 2006;
Bruckert 2002; Frank 2006; Johnson 2006; Sweet and Tewksbury 2000). While their
understandings serve to illuminate the wounding consequences these representations have in the
production and reproduction of stripper bashing (Johnson 2006) and hazardous sex working
conditions, my findings advance this discussion further. By uncovering the pole dancing
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students' growing sense of respect towards strippers, my study sheds light on an overlooked
angle of the complex politics of female sexuality. Furthermore, my findings about the
relationship between strip club attendance, in the form of pole dancing students' field trips, and
rising respect for female strippers point to a virtually unexplored anthropological field of
research: the practices of female patrons in strip clubs largely geared toward men. For instance,
Jessica, a pole dancing instructor with no experience in erotic dancing, indicated:
There's such a respect for what it is they do, absolutely. Our girls would be cheering the loudest
when they go to the strip club. It'll be our girls who pull money out and tip the girls. I mean,
usually the strippers come and sit down at our table. We get a chance to meet a lot of them,
which is fantastic.

While several works have paid attention to the interactions of male patrons with female
strippers (see Egan 2006a; Frank 1998, 2002; Liepe-Levinson 2002), few of them have
systematically addressed the interactions between female patrons and male dancers (Margolis
and Arnold 1993; Montemuro et al 2003; Smith 2002) and briefly sketched out the presence of
female consumers in female dancing clubs (Hanna 1998). Jessica's statement speaks to a new
aspect of the emergence of pole dancing classes that merits future exploration. From my
research, I found that pole dancing students exhibited a sense of respect towards professional
dancers; however, I also discovered contradictions in the lives of pole dancing students due to
the persistent "stripper stigma."
Managing Stripper Stigma
As I have pointed out, social science scholars have examined the workings and
implications of the "whore stigma" inflicted on sex industry workers (Hallgrimsdottir et al 2006;
Queen 1997). Erotic dancing research, in particular, has shown that stripping is a stigma-laden
profession (Johnson 2006) and that strippers develop different coping strategies. In my analysis
of pole dancing I employ these insights on sex work stigma and explore why and how pole
dancers—due to the origin of pole dancing classes—suffer from "stripper stigma." Like their
professional counterparts, amateur pole dancers employ different strategies to deal with stigma
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that include: pole dancing secrecy; distinguishing between being "sexy" and "slutty"; redrawing
class lines of respectability; fully-clothed pole dancing for charity; and seeking to locate pole
dancing within the realm of sports. Another key issue that emerges from my research is that in
their efforts to manage stripper stigma, pole dancing students reproduce some of the existing
restrictive social rules. I found that the mainstreaming of striptease culture in the form of pole
dancing classes comes with contradictions: often pole dancers remain critical of public nudity,
professional erotic dancing, and commercial sex work. In what follows I briefly address how the
research participants deal with stigma.
Stigma, as Erving Goffman (1963) has explained, refers to the situation of the individuals
who are denied full social acceptance because they depart negatively from current bodily, moral,
or cultural expectations. Speaking to one of the participants in my study about how she chose
who to invite to the end of session performance, I deepened my understanding about the
whore/stripper stigma attached to pole dancing students:
I know they are friends that won't judge me, 'cause there's others who go, "Oh, you pole dance;
you little slut!" and I go, "No! It's not like that!" (Carol).
Although on their way to the mainstream, pole dancing classes are still not completely
accepted. As a result, pole dancing students endure social stigma—a by product of their
challenge to prevalent sexual mores and gendered racial scripts. However, it is important to note
that fortunately none of the pole dancers I spoke with faces the actual threat of going missing and
been murdered from Vancouver's Downtown Eastside, as over 70 other poor and First Nations
sex workers facing the legacies of colonialism have, resulting in the current trial against Robert
Pickton for the murders of 26 of them (Jiwani and Young 2006; Moores 2006). Yet, Cynthia, a
former stripper, commented:
I heard stories about the girls being slightly stereotyped. As a woman if she's taking the pole
dancing class it shows that perhaps she's sensual, she's seen more as a sensual being, where for
some reason we're very suppressed here and we are taught to suppress that sensuality, right?
Especially when they are doctors and lawyers, you are not supposed to be sensual. It's
considered unprofessional. For those same people to identify themselves as being a sensual
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being is sometimes frowned upon. So, in other words they are still themselves facing
stereotypes, even though they are not taking their clothes off.
Stripper Fear and Secrecy: Stigma attached to amateur pole dancers expresses itself in
numerous ways. For one thing, students of these classes confront their families' and friends'
fears that because they pole dance they are potentially prone to becoming professional strippers.
When Carol informed her mother she had signed up for pole dancing classes, for example, she
uneasily asked: "Are you sure you're not going to become a stripper?" Other students have come
across the same fear:
I tell my aunt, I told her on the phone, "I'm going to do a pole dance class," and she was just
kind of, "Why? Do you want to be a stripper?" (Amy).
[My dad] is not as supportive as my mom just because, I guess, he's a very traditional man even
though he's very liberal on his views. Like, he won't stop me from doing whatever it is that I
want to do. But I guess because of the stigma with pole dancing, he doesn't want me to go too
far into it because he thinks that there might be a possibility of me becoming a stripper. So
that's his only worry. But besides that, he's okay with it (Laura).
It's not stripper class. You're not going to learn how to be a stripper. You're going to learn how
to do this sort of exotic dancing. But it doesn't equate (Ruth).
Keeping pole dancing secret and selectively choosing whom they tell are strategies
students use to confront these moral regulations:
They think pole dancing, stripper; as in pole, an erect pole, strip club. They make these
associations instantly, because of the way that exotic dancing evolved over the last several
decades to include a pole as exotic dancing prop. So that thought, that evolution of striptease
and exotic dancing to incorporate a pole is ingrained in society's stereotypes, and it's upon that
they draw these comparisons: pole dance-stripping-prostitution, etcetera. I understand that when
you mention this to people... they snicker because they make those associations. Because I
myself foresee those potential reactions, I'm pretty tight to whom I tell (Lynda).
I think generally speaking I'm not very open with my personal life at work. And my friend as
well, actually, specifically didn't want people to know. So I couldn't tell anyone anyway... I
think she was very embarrassed about it (Helen).
I also observed that some pole dancing students secretly longed to become strippers, but
due to existing moral and sometimes legal restrictions they refrained from it. Lynda, for instance,
explained to me that becoming an erotic dancer could jeopardize her current employment:
To tell you honestly... that was part of the reasoning why I wanted to start pole dancing: it's
because I never dismissed the idea of being an exotic dancer. I never dismissed it. I never said I
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would not do that. I just know that if I did decide to go that route I would lose... I would be
dismissed from the police force... I can't switch over... I would be an extreme conflict of
interest. It would be clear conduct violation. Essentially as a member of the national police
force, there's an expectation of professionalism not only on the job, but off the job. Something
like that would definitely be considered misconduct.
One of the instructors I spoke with, also observed the secret desire to become a stripper
among her students:
You know how many women out of the blue would tell me, "I've always wanted to be a
stripper." You fantasize about being a stripper, that sensuality about being that sexually
powerful, that you can be in the middle of the room and be the object of every man's desire
(Cynthia).
By and large pole dancing in the lives of the women I spoke to seems to be taboo,
"something kind of exotic, like secret, because you can't really tell everybody that you do it," as
Helen put it. The issue of secrecy took on specific ethnic/racial forms in light of the broader
racial dynamics at work in Vancouver. Secrecy was shared to some extent by both Asian- and
White-Canadians in my study. What seems to differ are the ways in which this secrecy was
interpreted. Whereas Asian-Canadian pole dancers often referred to issues of ethnic and family
pride, White-Canadian students did not make use of explicit ethnic/racial explanations. Hence,
while engaging in pole dancing put the asianness of Asian-Canadian students at stake, these
classes did not threaten the whiteness of White-Canadian students. Generally both groups
expected Asian-Canadian pole dancing students to embody the racialized gendered expectation
of oriental female chastity and passivity extensively examined in the literature (Creese and
Peterson 1996; Espiritu 2001; Pyke and Johnson 2003). On the other hand, the fact that WhiteCanadian students were not ethnically called into question reinforced the gendered racial
expectations that pole dancing was a white women's realm, and thus the controlling image that
these women are sexually promiscuous subjects (Espiritu 2001).
"Sexy", Not "Slutty": Another form in which students cope with the stripper stigma
consists in emphasizing the more acceptable sexy aspect of pole dancing while downplaying its
palpable sexual side—what one of the participants conceived as "the slutty sort of side of pole
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dancing" (Lisa). For the students, sexiness was often equated with confidence. Sluttiness, in
contrast, referred to both sexual promiscuity and bodily movements that in this society insinuate
sexual arousal:
Sexy, for me, I think is confidence, smart. It's not something that you can get wearing clothes.
Like, it's not on the outside. I really think sexy is from the inside. It's really different from
being slutty or skanky. I mean, sexy is really, really confident. I don't know. I think confident is
sexy. I think that's my description of sexy, and very feminine, curvy and breasts and butt, but in
an appropriate way (Amy).
[The instructor] kept saying "Be graceful, be graceful." It was like, it's kind of not graceful, it's
kind of slutty. It's just like you have to be slutty... but she kept saying "graceful" (Lisa).
Furthermore, underlying these distinctions between sexiness and sluttiness lay a wider
differentiation between stripping and "whoring" (Nagle 1997) as separate spheres of sex work.
In other words, whereas stage confidence and dancing skills attributed to erotic dancers
generated admiration from pole dancing students, notions of female sexual immorality continue
to frame women's experiences with pole dancing and thus, the whore and stripper stigma remain
for that reason relatively untouched (Bruckert 2002, Barton 2006). Stigmatized people often, as
Goffman's (1963) theory on stigma explains, tend to hold the same social and moral beliefs as
the people who stigmatize them. In my study, even in the most stripper-friendly perspectives, the
notion of being "slutty" remains unchanged:
I think that women should be able to work in areas where people aren't just going to give them
crap about it. If they want to be a stripper, I don't think anyone else should have the right to call
them a slut unless their action shows that they are. But just because they're doing their job...
they shouldn't just be looked at as sluts, because they're strippers (Laura).
In this sense, I argue that in the process of confronting "stripper stigma," the "whore
stigma" has been re-inscribed. Here, it is convenient to elaborate on the distinct and overlapping
features between the whore and the stripper stigmas to make my argument clearer. Both of them
are premised on the overreaching Madonna/Whore complex, which requires women to follow
strict gender and sexual scripts that help them to achieve female purity and morality such as
heterosexual monogamy, and marriage (Rubin 1984). The central mechanism of this complex
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consists in regulating female sexualities by polarizing their behaviour into two mutually
exclusive categories, the Madonna and the Whore (Bruckert 2002; Pheterson 1990). Due to the
widely held assumptions about their "immorality" and "dirtyness"—but in reality because of
their challenge to prevalent sexual mores—sex industry workers are classified as whores. The
"whore stigma", as Gail Pheterson defines it, is "a social and legal branding of women who are
suspected of being or acting like prostitutes" (1900: 397). It carries assumptions about the sex
workers' alleged immorality and in this sense affects all women working in distinct areas of sex
work such as prostitution and erotic dancing. What makes the stripper and whore stigmas
distinct, however, is that women working in the sex industry do not experience discrediting
effects in the same way. While women working in the strip trade are accused of public nudity
and exhibitionism, women working in prostitution face social condemnation mainly for engaging
in commercial sex. Some studies have shown that in fact erotic dancers make use of these fine
but clear distinctions between professions to claim moral superiority over prostitutes (see
Bruckert 2002; Johnson 2006). Along the same lines, by distancing themselves from "tainted"
sex workers, pole dancing students in my study reinforced injurious perceptions of prostitutes. In
the scholarly literature both whore and stripper stigmas are often inadvertently conflated. One
exception is Barton's (2006) analysis of tactics employed to minimize specifically what she calls
"stripper stigma." What my study shows instead is that even though they share common features
and negatively impact the lives of sex workers, a challenge to one does not necessarily imply a
reevaluation of the other.
Class Distinctions: A class distinction was also evident in the way students interpreted
the sexy-slutty binary. Pole dancing students' reconfigurations of prevalent sexual mores were
also delineated along socioeconomic lines. For instance, the students often distinguished
between different types of strip clubs, different kinds of strippers, and different levels of erotic
dancers' pole dancing skills. Dancers working in low class strip clubs were more often equated
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with prostitution and drug use than dancers working in middle and upper class clubs, who were
more prone to be admired for their artistic and acrobatic abilities as dancers:
There's very different clubs... there's really, really, slimy, grimy ones and then there's the
higher, what you could say are higher clubs. I mean, overall I think it's sad. I mean... I've been
to one female strip club. I saw this girl on stage and it broke my heart when I saw her doing it. I
thought it was just awful, and I just felt like I wanted to cover her up because it just was so ugh!
I've never been to the higher-end ones... But, it depends on the club, I would say (Lisa).
As long as they don't get involved into drugs, to me it is a form of art, actually. It really is. It
requires discipline. It requires strength and... to me, it's okay as long as the club is decent, and
as long as they themselves keep their balance and don't get themselves into drugs and into
trouble and treated it as a profession; treated as a sort of acrobatics, it's fine (Patricia).
A further class-based distinction was drawn by highlighting the art, performance, and
acrobatics needed for professional pole dancing while downplaying the job:
It was interesting [going to the field trip]. I think it was kind of fun going once you actually
know something about pole dancing you can kind of almost critique what's going on and be,
"Oh, wow, that's a good move," and "Oh, I wish I knew how to do that one." Sometimes it'd
be, like, "Oh, I can do that better," whatever. But it was interesting kind of coming especially
because I was taking a floor class and a pole class so you kind of got to appreciate all the
aspects of it (Ruth).
Here I pretty much go [to strip clubs], maybe once a month. But I sort of follow some dancers
actually. I look who is dancing. Because you don't care to just see whoever, because there is
actually a difference, when the dancer is really good the music is automatically better and the
costumes [too] (Patricia).
In the same way, this stigma-fighting distinction is crucial when discussing amateur pole
dancing:
You keep things interesting. It's not just, like shaking your ass in front of somebody. It's well,
for one thing ours is very kind of burlesqueish. Like it's still very cheeky, very sexy, sassy, but
it's about performance (Carol).
In this sense, the respect pole dancing students develop for strippers is once more fraught
with contradictions. Widely held misconceptions regard sex workers as unskilled and only
entering the sex industry because they do not have professional training. However, because
erotic dancing, in particular feature dancing, entails having economic resources in order to invest
in training and the creation of attractive shows (Weldon 2006), some of the class-specific issues
of pole dancing are exposed. Pole dancing students look up to dancers who can afford to put on
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themed shows with elaborate costumes and acrobatic demonstrations. References to skillfully
choreographed shows, the performance's craft and artistic characteristics of the dances that
students first study at strip clubs and then rehearse at the studio render visible their own class
positioning within current hierarchies of privilege.
Charity, Nudity and Labour: Performing for charity purposes and eschewing full
nudity were two more ways students and instructors neutralized stigmatized perceptions about
pole dancing. While pushing the boundaries conceived as sexually licit, they also maintain
uneasiness with public nudity and look down on erotic dancing as a job.
On one hand, I found that many pole dancers often feel the need to defend their incursion
into this novel erotic dancing realm. As a result, public pole dancing performances are often
organized as charity events. On the other hand, there is a certain uneasiness with public nudity
among many pole dancers. Laura, perplexed about this contradiction between emulating strippers
in class while distancing themselves from them, commented:
They think it's degrading that women are taking off their clothes, even though when you're pole
dancing you're not taking your clothes off in class. Or they think it's stupid. They think it's
slutty or something. I don't know. It's just the stigma that's associated with it.
Nonetheless, the nudity taboo does not only rest on pole dancers' discomfort with it, but
on the fact that the studios face the threat of legal regulations that contribute to the shaping of
these views as well:
There's no nudity or anything like that. I can tell you if there were clothes coming off, we'd
probably run into trouble. If there was any kind of a sexual trade of any sort, we'd be running
into trouble, but there's none of that. I mean, we literally teach girls to dance. We teach them to
lap dance. We teach them to pole dance. And if we had something that was inappropriate going
on, I'm sure that would create a problem for us. But we're just a fitness facility that teaches
sexy dancing. It would be no different than going to a club and dancing sexy; you'd never get
arrested for it (Jessica).
Nude dancing is an integral component of the erotic dancer's job. One of the spin-offs
from the previously mentioned perspectives on public nudity is that pole dancing students end up
looking down on dancers who strip naked for a living. Thus, in order to make pole dancing
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socially acceptable, students disapprove of nude entertainment. To manage the stripper stigma,
pole dancing students differentiated themselves to a lesser or to a larger degree from the 'pros'. I
have shown how amateur pole dancers admire the skill and physical strength required for
performing pole moves. However, they persist in frowning upon strip dancing labour. Thus,
while pole dancing students defy restrictive regulations placed upon female sexuality as well as
improve their perceptions of strippers, they also hold onto existing negative perceptions about
primary aspects of sex industry work, nudity, and commercial sexual services:
I do have to admit that I have a lot more respect for some strippers because once again, there are
some who really love their craft and they really want to hone it and they're more to do with
engaging their audience. And it's not just, "Look at me. I'm pretty. I have fake breasts. Now
pay me money." I've seen that. And for one thing, even the guys think it's not entertaining.
And, that I don't have so much respect for because you're just taking the easy way. Taking
these classes, we really appreciate how much physical labour is being put into it. And plus you
have to give that energy, and a really good dancer will own the stage and has stage presence and
interacts with the audience and is able to switch things around, and does everything really with
precision and grace. So those girls I have more respect for especially if they're having fun on
stage. But... occasionally we'll come across a girl that's just like, "I so don't want to be here.
I'm just going to take this off and give it a shake and give me my money." That's not working at
all. Like, real, real dancers, they're not strippers; they're exotic dancers. And, they work for it
(Carol).
At the same time, "pole-dance-a-thons" have borrowed the idea of charity "strip-a-thons"
from striptease workers. By the 1980s, Vancouver-based strippers had introduced nude dancing
fundraisers (Ross 2006) that continue to be carried out today. Since 2004, local strippers have
held an annual erotic dancing benefit performance, under the slogan, "We get naked for charity,"
which supports breast cancer research (O'Connor 2006). Pole dancers, also, set out to establish a
pole dancing Guinness world record in September 2006. Successful in gathering pole dancing
groups from around the world, including groups from Kamloops, Nanaimo, and Vancouver, the
Guinness event raised money that went to provincial charities (Lift, 2006; Poirier 2006a, 2006b).
More recently, students created pole trick dancing troupes that organize events in which
proceeds go to nearby women's centres (Anonymous 2007a, 2007b).
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Although the Madonna/Whore regulatory divide is still in force, both strippers and pole
dancers receive its impact in differently graded ways. For example, despite the origin of the pole
in the striptease business, pole dancers have not faced the same contempt their strip counterparts
have, as no local organizations have refused to accept their donations (McMartin 2004;
O'Connor 2006). I contend that nudity and labour are two of the elements at stake when
comparing pole dancing and professional stripping. With an emphasis on pole tricks, pole
dancing students unwittingly help deepen the distance between strippers and students. And yet,
pole work continues to be considered as problematic because, as Johnson (1998) asserts, it
renders visible anxieties about public nudity and exposes the extent to which female sexualities
continue to be colonized.
Drawing on Bruckert's (2002) and Barton's (2006) theorizations about "straw-strippers"
and "othering" as strategies for coping with stigma, I also find that pole dancers observe
themselves and their practice of pole dancing in relation to certain artistic characteristics
attributed to feature erotic dancers. In this way, students are able to embrace and embody skills
they admire, while at the same time separating their practice of pole dancing from straw dancers
(those who do not live up to their expectations of performance craft) and whores (the "sluts" and
"skanks"). These distancing mechanisms were adopted by all of the students in my study, though
some of them were clearly more invested in "safely segregating themselves from the pollution
and lack of self-respect attached to the sex worker" (Johnson 2006: 167) than others. The
strategies are the result of the stigma attached to strippers, pole dancing classes, and by extension
to them as pole dancing students. These distinctions arising from my research findings contribute
further to the idea that in the case of pole dancing it proves productive to distinguish between the
stripper and the whore stigma. Though interrelated, and both resulting from the overarching
Madonna/Whore regulatory device, my interview transcripts show that a challenge to the former
does not necessarily entail a change in the latter. Lila Abu-Lughod's seminal article "The
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Romance of Resistance" rightly points out: "If the systems of power are multiple, then resisting
at one level may catch people up at other levels" (1990: 53). In other words, if the interlocking
systems of power are tightly implicated, the possibility for women to challenge deep-rooted
sexual moralities proves to be still rife with limitations.
Sport Pole Dancing
One final element I came across during my field research is the dissociation between
fitness and sensual pole dancing. I outlined this tension when I argued that the reasons women
pole dance oscillate between those two realms. This tension draws the students to the classes as
they represent Wonder Woman-like workouts that promise achievement of hegemonic feminine
ideals (slim toned bodies) and freedom from racialized sexual constraints (sexiness, confidence).
I claimed that these elements are not by any means exclusive and that pole dancers neither want
to compromise fitness for sexiness nor sensuality for workout. Even so, the fracture between
fitness and sexuality in the production and consumption of pole dancing classes has recently
widened.
Instructors and students simultaneously experience and forge the culture of pole dancing.
Because of the stigma associated with pole dancing, but also due to the constant dialogue with
larger marketing strategies aimed at taking the classes into the mainstream and making them
more popular, pole dancing students and instructors rework the classes in sporting terms. For one
thing, the terms employed by instructors to describe the classes are increasingly borrowed from
those of the fitness and aerobics world. Pole dancing is described as both a low- and high-impact
fitness routine, in which strength training (pole work), stretching (floor moves), and cardio
(dance) are included. Accordingly, pole dancing instructors speak about developing lower- and
upper-body strength, core stabilization, avoiding injury, breaking down the "moves" into
teaching components, creating new "moves," and developing higher pole levels. The pole as a
dancing prop with phallic connotations is forged into a fitness tool and a piece of workout
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equipment. Instructors of pole dancing are also increasingly required to obtain fitness
certifications from the British Columbia Recreation and Parks Association (BCRPA)—a change
seen as positive by pole dancing instructors irrespective of their experience as erotic dancers:
People would get injured. It'll be like yoga. Everybody is claiming to be yoga instructors, and
the BCRPA would finally put some regulations on it (Cynthia).
[In our studio] we have certified instructors. Now some of them say that they have certified
instructors but I've had those students or those instructors actually come to me for a job and
. found out there really was no certification in those studios. It's quite a lengthy programme and
it's quite thorough. We talk about anatomy; we talk about breathing; we talk about engaging the
muscles; we go through improper forms, proper forms, how to correct... It's a lot of material
(Jessica).
Some pole dancing schools are offering registered workshops in pole and cardio
striptease instruction worth credits towards the provincial fitness certificate. And for the first
time later this year, the B C R P A fitness conference will include a session on these new subfields
in the ever-changing fitness industry (BCRPA 2007). The dissociation between pole dancing as
an athletic activity and a sensual practice is clearly in the works. The recent creation of an
International Federation with the purpose of establishing standards of pole dancing contributes
further to this separation.
Even though the location within the fitness realm seems to be the direction pole dancing
classes is taking, the content and form of the classes still draws heavily upon what occurs in strip
clubs. Jessica, for example, explained how they develop the courses offered at her studio based
on field research and testing out the "moves":
[The instructors]'11 go to the strip clubs and they'll just watch and they'll write down the move.
Or sometimes they'll go to competitions and they'll watch. And sometimes there's things on the
Internet that gives them information as well. So we do get our moves from a number of sources.
But I would say the clubs are one of the best places where we get them. Then we bring those
moves together. We'll have an instructors' meeting and we'll say, "Okay, what do you think is
appropriate for the next level? What wouldn't be too much of a challenge but still keeps it
interesting?" And then we'll develop another level.
Paradoxically, a spin-off from this move into the sporting world seems to be the
disenfranchisement of erotic dancers from their own working skills. The two instructors I
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interviewed commented that women with professional experience but no fitness credentials are
increasingly unable to find employment at established pole dancing facilities. In this sense, the
recent innovations in the pole dancing business have had the consequence of discrediting erotic
dancers' working skills, regardless of whether studios are managed by former strippers or not.
The ongoing tension between sensuality and athleticism at the international and
provincial level is also bolstered by students' notions at local studios. Many of them perceive
instructors with no sex industry experience as less threatening and more welcoming of other
women. Feeling uncomfortable around erotic dancers at the studio is another contradictory result
of pole dancing classes, considering the fact that students truly enjoy seeing them perform at
strip clubs, sometimes closely following their favourite features. Dancers such as Portia, Kylie
Summers, Honey Tyler, and Gizelle Hennessy proudly travel in the path of dancers of the postwar years: Big Fanny Annie, Nena Marlene, Chesty Morgan, and Choo Choo Williams, among
others (Ross 2000, 2006; Ross and Greenwell 2005).
The transition of pole dancing into the sporting realm comes with pitfalls. Students under
19 years of age, the age of majority, are not admitted into pole dancing studios in British
Columbia. Clearly, the image of pole dancing is still connected to its origin at strip clubs and
thus not considered appropriate for minors. In addition, the underlying regulatory principle
governs which sexualities are "respectable," "good," and "true," (Foucault 1980; Johnson 2006;
Rubin 1984) and which are not. These tensions between "respectable" and "dubious" forms of
pole dancing have become more visible with the introduction of pole dancing competitions. In
the scene depicted in the introductory narrative of this thesis, the winners were, not surprisingly,
the dancers who were able to perform the most elastic and acrobatic tricks, and not the
performers with sassy sensual dancing elements in their routines, who generally scored lower.
Competitors were explicitly warned against stripping, insinuating sexual arousal, wearing gstrings, enacting masturbation on stage, and engaging in pornography during their reign.
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Accentuating fully-clothed pole tricks while downplaying sexually suggestive strip
moves advances the distinction between sensual pole dancing and pole fitness, and in the process
between strippers and pole dancers. In closing, Becki Ross' (2007) concept of a "decency
covenant" is pertinent to illuminate the striking similarities in which some women's performing
bodies continue to be more socially accepted, more decent, and moral than others. That was the
case between elite female athletes and striptease artists during Vancouver's post-war years, and
unfortunately this continues to be the case between pole dancers and strippers today.
IV. Conclusion
In this thesis I have critically examined the experiences of ten women and their practice
of pole dancing in the city of Vancouver, British Columbia. I have provided a brief ethnographic
account of pole dancing classes; examined the interviewed women's reasons for pole dancing;
and documented students' experiences and negotiations of the stigma still associated with the
classes.
I found that, when examining the motives of women, a consistent tension appeared in the
interviews: the tension between erotic pole dancing and pole fitness. Pole dancing students in
this study did not want to compromise fitness for sexiness, or focus on sensuality without
workout benefits. I claimed that these students have pushed and redefined existing restrictive
sexual, gendered, and racial scripts by enrolling in a class that allows them to explore their
sensuality, eroticism, and sexuality. I observed that pole dancing students often develop a strong
sense of respect for professional strippers.
I also found that due to the origin of pole dancing in the strip clubs, students of pole
dancing face some of the effects of the broader stripper stigma. Consequently, pole dancers
employ different strategies to confront stigma, including pole dancing secrecy; distinguishing
between being "sexy" and "slutty"; redrawing class lines of respectability; fully-clothed pole
dancing for charity; and seeking to locate pole dancing strictly within the realm of sports. I
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noticed that an improved perception about erotic dancers did not necessarily entail a
transformation in widely-held assumptions about other workers in the sex industry at large. In
other words, my study shows that while students confront the stripper stigma, the whore stigma
remains uncontested.
In short, I found that pole dancing students pushed some of the purported boundaries of
female sexual respectability. At the same time, some of those social norms have also been
reconfigured in that process. According to my case study on pole dancing classes, resilient
legacies concerning female sexualities' such as the public nudity taboo and the lack of value for
commercial sex workers still stand regardless of the mainstreaming of twirls around the pole.
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